
2BM GDPR COMPLIANCE

Logging in SAP

COMPLIANT LOGGING OF PERSONAL DATA IN SAP 
WITH 2BM’S BEST PRACTICE SOLUTION

KEY BENEFITS

Implementation of Best 
Practice processes for 

administrating personal data 
logging in SAP

Customized Best Practice 
Personal Data Matrix 

as well as education in 
administrating personal data

Configuration of Read Access 
Logging for all personal data 

in SAP
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GET STARTED

a  member of 

The primary objectives of the new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) are to ensure all EU 
citizens the right to control their personal data and to ensure that all companies pro- cessing personal 
data of EU citizens comply with this right. The new GDPR introduces several changes concerning how 
personal data is collected, stored, accessed and utilized.

Compliance with the GDPR requires necessary security measures. One requirement is that companies 
must log their processing of personal data. The requirement is already applicable under the current 
Danish and Swedish Data Protection laws.

2BM’s Best Practice solution ensures your company’s compliance with the GDPR.

Get started with 2BM GDPR. Contact us on info@2bm.com or give us a call at +45 35 55 55 75.



ABOUT 2BM

BACKGROUND
In organizations, 2BM has observed that the primary focus of business units processing personal 
data is to handle this correctly through strong governance policies and procedures, while IT units 
primarily focus on adressing the systemic challenges posed by the new EU GDPR. 2BM is an expert 
in both areas. It is our goal to ensure your com- pany’s compliance with the new regulation. Whether 
your personal data processing is linked exclusively to the HR function’s internal handling of employee 
data or primarily linked to external audiences related to sales, marketing or customer service - we 
can help you.
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A SAP system does not automatically log when personal data is being processed, but it is possible to 
configure it to do so. This logging functionality has been a native part of all SAP NetWeaver versions 
since 2014 and has no license cost.

2BMs well-defined approach to ensure automatic logging in SAP is compliant with the GDPR. It is a 
Best Practice solution that only requires minimum resource consumption for your organization.

Compliance is key - we can help you
2BM offers solutions and counseling on safe and proper handling of personal data in SAP and other 
ERP systems. We help you:

 • Create an overview of which personal data to be found and utilized in your business.
 • Understand the data it concerns.
 • Identify personal data that is considered ‘sensitive’ (sensitive data must not only be handled extra 

carefully; there must be a valid purpose for why it is processed at all)

HOW 2BM AND SAP CAN HELP YOU
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SCAN THIS CODE AND SEE ALL THE BENEFITS

Your preferred SAP Partner. 2BM A/S is a leading SAP IT, consulting and development company that 
brings tomorrow’s technology into today’s business processes. We create the businesses of the future.
THE FUTURE@WORK.


